
 

 

 

 

 

 

       INTRODUCTION 

Soon after Beasts of War announced its upcoming “Team Yankee” Boot Camp event, it was revealed that the battles of 

this event would take place in eastern Europe instead of western Europe (i.e., based on an American-led NATO invasion 

of the Warsaw Pact instead of vice-versa).  Among some of the community’s more hidebound traditionalists, the idea 

initially struck a strange chord.  Of course, a “Team Yankee” World War III never took place in either direction, but a 

“West invades East” scenario just seemed wildly implausible against a whole stack of factors of 1980s Europe. 

The secret to making this scenario plausible, of course, was to change the conditions of 1980s Europe.  By backing up a 

few decades and nudging history in a few carefully-selected places, we can then vector the Cold War down a course that 

sets the scene of our desired scenario.  Thus, we present the alternate history presented below - compiled with 

assistance and contributions from BoW community members @zorg, @rasmus, @sercoffee, @benc, @brucelea, and 

others.   

In summary, it presents a 1980s Europe where the Soviet Union and her Warsaw Pact Allies are much more susceptible to 

invasion from a stronger, more confident, and militaristic West.  In such a setting, the campaign set out in the Beasts of 

War Boot Camp event becomes not only possible, but practically inevitable. 

 

 

       CLOSING YEARS OF WORLD WAR II 
July 20:  Adolf Hitler is successfully assassinated in Operation “Valkyrie.”  However, the coup that was planned 

in the aftermath goes terribly wrong, and by the beginning of August the SS has taken control of the Third 

Reich.  The old circle of “yes men” in the OKH and OKW are swept away in a bloody purge, and the German war effort is 

now run by a panel of ruthlessly pragmatic, professional, and combat-experienced general officers.  While the Normandy 

invasions have already taken place and the Allied liberation of France goes more or less “on schedule,” the German 

military continues to use advantages in technology, tactics, and operational expertise to delay advances of Allied armies, 

particularly in the East.  “Operation Bagration” (the main Soviet offensive in June, 1944) fails and the year ends with 

German forces still holding a sliver of Soviet territory. 

 

Horrific fighting continues in the East, and 

German allies like Rumania and Finland are able 

to put up a stauncher defense and remain in the war on the 

Axis side.  The Soviet Union has always been the greatest 

enemy of the Third Reich, and remains the priority of the 

new leadership.  Hitler’s mindless “stand and die” orders 

are a thing of the past, German units are allowed to engage 

in flexible defense and hard-hitting counter-attacks.  

Wasteful programs like the King Tiger, Maus, and “New York 

Bomber” are abandoned, resources instead shifted to 

pragmatic battlefield systems like the Panther, Mark IV, and StG series of combat vehicles.  The end result is a terrible 

series of battles on the Eastern Front, where the bloodied and battered Soviet armies make much slower progress into 

Eastern Europe than they did historically. 

 



 

After a final series of apocalyptic battles (the winter of 1945-46 is remembered as the worst in Europe since 

the Black Death), World War II finally concludes.  In the end, German only capitulates after the terror bombing 

of Dresden, but instead of the RAF bombing of 1945, this time it is the Americans using an atomic bomb.  The post-war 

balance of power is much more heavily weighted toward the West, particularly the United States.  Meanwhile, Soviet 

control over Eastern Europe is much more tenuous due to smaller territorial gains, less political dominance, and the fact 

that the Soviet Union is on the brink of economic collapse after the disastrous “victories” of 1944-46.  The Soviet 

occupation zone of East Germany, for example, extends only to Berlin, and Berlin if left standing between East and West 

Germany as a demilitarized “neutral city.” 

  

 

       THE NOT-SO-COLD WAR 
The Marshall Plan kicks off on schedule, committed to fighting the spread of world communism. The 

Soviets, weakened significantly by our alternate end of World War II, starts to falter on the international 

scene.  Communist uprisings in Malaysia, resulting in a still-born Communist movement in Southeast Asia.  Also, the 

Communists are quickly defeated in the Greek Civil War, resulting in destabilized Communist holdings in the Balkans. 

 

Stalin dies three years early.  The Korean War lasts only one year instead of three, with a decisive UN 

victory. Basically, Truman never yanks MacArthur’s reins at the Yalu River, and North Korea is crushed 

before a Chinese intervention is possible. When the Chinese threaten invasion, the Soviet Union (already led by 

Khrushchev instead of Stalin) does not back them up. Then, MacArthur’s threatening with nuclear weapons serves to 

further intimidate the Chinese.  The Chinese PLA (People’s Liberation Army) never invades into North Korea, and the UN 

scores a quick, clean, and clear victory in this first big clash of the Cold War.  

 

The Hungarian Revolt catches more international attention 

and support than it did historically.  This time, when Soviet 

tanks invade to crush the revolt, NATO puts tremendous pressure on the 

Warsaw Pact, and matches the Soviet invasion with mass mobilizations 

along the Czech border. The Soviets back down and Hungary is 

reestablished as a neutral, socialist democratic republic.  This is the first 

real crack in the “united front” of the Warsaw Pact. 

 

Checked several places on the geopolitical front, the 

Soviet Union tries even harder than they did historically 

in the Space Race. Their smaller “share” of postwar Germany means fewer 

German rocket scientists in their control, but desperate to show parity 

with the West somewhere, they push their space program nonetheless.  

Their early successes with Sputnik and Yuri Gagarin are expanded further 

while the US takes a much more militant posture (bolstered by their 

victory in the Korean War), building larger stockpile of strategic weapons (nukes) instead of investing so heavily in NASA 

and the Space Race.   

 

Richard Nixon defeats John F. Kennedy in the 1960 Presidential Election. 

 

 

 

A column of Soviet T-54 main battle tanks in the 

streets of Budapest, Hungary – October, 1956 



 

The Cuban Missile Crisis ends in a decisive US victory when President Nixon authorizes the invasion of Cuba. 

Soviet threats to invade Berlin come to nothing, intimidated by the huge lead by the US, Britain, and France in 

strategic weapons.  The lack of a Communist foothold in a US-dominated Caribbean means there will be no later Marxist 

uprisings in Nicaragua or Colombia. 

 

The Vietnam War never begins. Earlier communist defeats in Malaya have stalled the rise of the Viet Minh 

and the French have maintained a more peaceful hold over a united Vietnam (there is no disaster at Dien 

Bien Phu in 1954).  The US military thus never enters the confidence-destroying quagmire that will hobble its policies 

through the 1960s, 70s, and early 80s.  Perhaps even more importantly, the American people never endure the lies and 

disillusion of the Vietnam War, which means their faith in whatever their government tells them remains intact, as in the 

1940s and 50s.  We thus have a US military that has never tasted defeat, and an American populace ready to believe 

almost anything it is told about upcoming events in Europe. 

 

The Czech Uprising begins with a pattern similar 

to the Hungarian Revolt in 1956.  This time, 

however, the heavy-handed Soviet response fails completely, 

and American and West German divisions massed along the 

Czech border do not help the Soviet situation.  After a year of 

civil unrest, street fighting against Soviet tanks, and several 

near-misses with all-out nuclear exchange, the Cold War state 

of Czechoslovakia is broken into its component states (as it is 

today).  The Czech Republic stands as a pro-NATO state (with 

powerful NATO ground and air forces immediately deployed 

therein) and a pro-Soviet Slovakia. 

Encouraged by the success of the Hungarian and Czech revolts, an East German revolt begins, demanding 

reunification with West Germany. The Soviets actually hold the line on this one, but the Warsaw Pact is badly, 

badly weakened as states like Poland and Romania start rumbling to break loose as well.  

 

 

                THE RISE of LloyDOSLAVIA 

The Warsaw Pact, weakened by the breakup of 

Czechoslovakia and revolts in Germany, continues to 

struggle to hold itself together.  The next flashpoint comes with the 

OPEC oil crisis of the late 70s.  Skyrocketing energy prices abruptly 

make the oil-rich regions of Eastern Europe (the Hungarian and 

Rumanian oilfields) vital strategic assets for the Warsaw Pact.  

However, remember that Hungary is a “neutral” socialist democracy 

and Rumania is part of a fractured Eastern bloc.  As pressure mounts, 

the workers in these regions seize their chance to shut the refineries 

down in a series of nation-wide strikes.  Civil unrest explodes into 

full-scale revolution and civil war.   

The Rumanian-Hungarian Civil War comes to an end as 

both NATO and the Warsaw Pact intervene.  A new state 

has been created “between” Hungary and Rumania – Lloydoslavia.  

A scene from the 1968 Czech Uprising.  This time the Soviet response 

fails utterly, the Czech Republic is brought under NATO protection. 



 

Despite the successful founding of Lloydoslavia, the new country’s charismatic but mysterious new ruler 

(Lloydoslav Lloydovich Lloydozinksy) retains a stoutly pro-Soviet stance, and thus so does the new state.  

Repeated entreaties by the United States, the UK, and the rest of NATO fall on deaf ears.  Even when the NATO mobilizes 

more forces in the Czech Republic and Austria, and puts pressure on neutral Hungary to allow armored divisions deploy 

there as well . . . Lloydoslavia does not cave.  A Soviet army group is soon deployed to Lloydoslavia, pledged to defend the 

new nation from NATO aggression.     

The new nation is given enormous economic and 

industrial aid from the Soviet Union, meanwhile, which 

Lloydoslavia’s ruler (a genius engineer before tapped by 

the finger of international destiny) pours into crash 

development programs of his nation’s energy industry.  

In almost no time, Lloydoslavia is a dense landscape of 

heavy industry, state-centralized mega-agriculture, oil 

refineries, and new workers’ housing with really terrible 

window curtains. 

(Obviously, this history is written to accommodate the “energy-important” status of Lloydoslavia specified by Warren in 

the VLOGs, and the architecture which is aimed at influences in Rumania and Hungary).    

 

               THE FINAL CRISIS 

The breakup of Czechoslovakia and Rumania leads to similar movements in Yugoslavia, which explodes (much 

as it did in 1990-92 in real history).  Croatia and Bosnia go to war against Serbia, which (as they did in 1914) – 

appeal to their historical allies for help – Russia.  The Soviet Union, encouraged by its recent success in Lloydoslavia,  

responds with a military intervention in Yugoslavia. The US demands they back off, and a hardline Soviet government 

refuses.  Mobilizations begin.  

Social and labor unrests in Poland, simmering 

since the rise of Lech Wałęsa’s “Solidarity” 

movement of 1980, catch fire and spread throughout 

every corner of Poland.  Clashes with the Soviet army are 

soon reported, and a full-scale resistance movement is 

soon in full swing. 

The War in Yugoslavia expands through the 

rest of the Balkans, with escalating violence 

including the use of chemical weapons by desperate and 

weakening Soviet forces. 

Galled by the escalating violence in the former Yugoslavia (a powder keg for the ignition of World War III just 

as it was for World War I), the United States continually demands that Soviet troops be immediately and 

unilaterally withdrawn from the embattled region.  Continued appeals for help from the Polish Home Army (CIA agents 

have been infiltrated as advisors for over a year now) add to the crisis, as do the repeated refusals of Lloydoslavia to sign 

trade agreements with the oil-starved states of Western Europe.  NATO does score one success when it strong-arms 

Hungary to allow armored, airmobile, and strike aircraft deployments into Hungarian territory.  The US now has forces on 

the borders of northern Yugoslavia, Lloydoslavia, and southern Slovakia.  The Soviets demand that the US withdraw, 

while the US demands that the Soviets withdraw from Yugoslavia and then from Poland. 

   

 

The enigmatic Lloydoslav Lloydovich Lloydozinksy, as he appears on the 

currency of his new nation, the “Luble” (based on the Russian “ruble”). 

A column of armor staged for action in Montenegro, part of the former 

Yugoslavia, during the heavy fighting in the region in 1983-84. 



 

 

 

             THE WAR BEGINS 

Strong NATO ground and air forces, spearheaded by the American VII Corps in Bavaria, 

launches a full-scale invasion of Eastern Europe.  In the north, British and West German 

forces drive into East Germany (remember the border runs roughly along the line of the Rivers Spree and Oder, basically 

through Berlin).  The first major pincer attack encircles the “demilitarized” city of Berlin, with a British Army of the Rhine 

(BAOR) driver around the north and a West German Bundeswehr drive around the south.  The two armoured corps meet 

at the Seelow Heights overlooking the River Oder.  With so many Soviet divisions redeployed to the Balkan crisis zone, 

this northern part of the Warsaw Pact line crumble and soon the British and West Germans are driving toward the Polish 

border. 

In the south, American divisions of VII Corps (commanded by Lieutenant-General George S. Patton IV - son of the famous 

World War II general) strike in two general directions.  Their left wing strikes north out of Hungary into Slovakia (thus 

opening the southern border of war-torn Poland).   

On the right, however, comes the real blow . . . two full 

armored and four mechanized divisions slash into 

northeastern Lloydoslavia.  Their initial objectives and axes 

of advance converge at one of the first major cities in 

Lloydoslavia, where units of the American 82nd and 101st 

Airborne have just dropped.   

Fighting here, however, is pitched and savage.  Soviet Forces, 

while initially pushed back, remain cohesiveand even 

manage local counterattacks.  Soviet and allied Warsaw Pact 

forces are also much stronger here, with so many divisions 

deployed in Lloydoslavia before the war and to reinforce the 

disintegrating situation in the former Yugoslavia. 

American progress in Lloydoslavia is also hampered by fundamental flaws in the initial invasion plan.  Note that the 

American thrusts are diverging (north into Slovakia and east into Lloydoslavia), when converging thrusts are almost 

always stronger.   

As the American advance into the oilfields and industrial 

farmlands of Lloydoslavia slows, local Soviet commanders 

(most notably the commander of the 1st Guards Tank Army, 

Colonel-General M. G. Oriskanov) are able to mass reserves 

for a series of counterattacks.       

Just how effective these counterattacks will be, however, 

against the momentum of the initial American shove in 

Lloydoslavia, remains to be seen.  As August draws to a 

close, the fate of this pivotal corner of Eastern Europe 

remains too close to call.  

Submitted by  James Johnson
BoW @oriskany – November 14, 2015 

An American M1A1 Abrams of the VII Corps, its guns ready in an 

overwatch position along the misty borders of Eastern Europe. 

Soviet tanks of the 1st Guards Tank Army, moving into Lloydoslavia. 


